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Abstract

Diffuse alveolar hemorrhage (DAH) is a life-threatening complication of systemic lupus erythematous (SLE) and systemic vasculitis. Although initially described to have antibacterial properties, increasing evidence suggests that neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) have a detrimental role in both autoimmune diseases and acute lung injury. We investigated whether NETs could be detected in a murine model of pristane-induced lupus DAH and contribute to lung injury. Such NETs might constitute a therapeutic target. NETs were characterized by immunofluorescence staining of DNA, neutrophil elastase and citrullinated histones. Evaluation of lung injury was performed by haematoxylin-eosin staining and a quantification program. Clinical status of the mice was assessed by measurement of arterial oxygen saturation and survival curves after recombinant human deoxyribonuclease-1 (Rh-DNase-1) inhalations or polymorphonuclear neutrophil (PMN) depletion. Pristane was found to promote NETs formation in vitro and in vivo. Treatment of mice with Rh-DNase-1 inhalations cleared NETs and reduced lung injury. Clinical status improved significantly, with increased arterial oxygenation and survival. Following PMN depletion, NETs were absent with a subsequent reduction of lung injury and improved arterial oxygenation. These results support a pathogenic role of PMNs and NETs in lung injury during pristane-induced DAH. Targeting NETs with Rh-DNase-1 inhalations could constitute an interesting adjuvant therapy in human DAH.
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Highlights

- Pristane-induced diffuse alveolar hemorrhage lupus model can be considered as a pulmonary model of NETosis.

- Targeting the NETs scaffold with recombinant human deoxyribonuclease-1 reduced severity of diffuse alveolar hemorrhage lesions and improves animal clinical status.

- Recombinant human deoxyribonuclease-1 may could be an interesting adjuvant therapy in human diffuse alveolar hemorrhage.
1. Introduction

Diffuse alveolar hemorrhage (DAH) is defined by the presence of red blood cells originating from the lung capillaries or veins in the alveoli, often leading to acute respiratory failure, and constitutes a therapeutic emergency [1]. The prognosis is poor with a 20% mortality rate due to limited therapeutic options [2, 3]. The diagnosis is based on clinical features (haemoptysis, dyspnoea), anaemia, radiological patterns and, most importantly, examination of bronchoalveolar lavage. Although there are many underlying causes, autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), antineutrophil-cytoplasmic antibody (Ab) (ANCA)-associated vasculitis and antiglomerular basement membrane Ab disease account for 35% of all causes and constitute the main aetiologies [4]. Histopathologically, in addition to the presence of haemosiderin-laden macrophages and bland hemorrhage, interstitial infiltrates consisting of polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs), which constitute pulmonary capillaritis and subsequent necrotizing vasculitis, are commonly observed [5].

Activated PMNs have been described to produce neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), primarily through a cell-death process distinct from apoptosis and necrosis, termed NETosis. NETs are composed of chromatin filaments coated with histones, proteases, granular and cytosolic proteins [6]. Although NETs were previously described for their antibacterial properties due to the trapping and killing of extracellular pathogens in blood and tissue during infection, they have also been reported to play a detrimental role in acute lung injury, SLE and ANCA-associated vasculitis [7, 8]. NETs have been detected in the lungs during transfusion-related acute lung injury, an immune process related to DAH and shown to play a direct role in lung injury. In addition, treatment with deoxyribonuclease-1 (DNase-1), known to disrupt the NETs scaffold, has been shown to be beneficial in a murine model of transfusion-related acute lung injury [9, 10].
In the first 15 days after intraperitoneal (IP) injection, C57BL/6 mice with pristane-induced SLE develop massive DAH, which is characterized by capillaritis, hemorrhage and endothelial injury [11, 12]. Previous studies have shown that pristane can induce the recruitment of PMNs into the peritoneal cavity with the subsequent development of chronic peritonitis [13-15]. Although PMN recruitment has also been reported in the lungs of animals with pristane-induced DAH, their role in the pathogenesis of DAH is unclear.

The present study was carried out to determine whether NETs were formed in the lungs of mice with pristane-induced DAH and contributed to lung injury. Such NETs could be a potential therapeutic target using recombinant human DNase-1 (Rh-DNase-1), also known as dornase alpha (Pulmozyme®), a well-known mucolytic drug commonly used in patients with cystic fibrosis [16].

2. Material and methods

2.1. Mice

Wild-type C57BL/6 JRj (B6) mice were purchased from Elevage Janvier (Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France). All experimental procedures were performed in 8- to 12-week-old male mice housed under specific pathogen-free conditions in the laboratory animal facility. All animal care and experimental procedures were performed according to European Community Guidelines (directive 2010/63/UE) and approved by the Marseille Ethics Committee #14 (protocol number: 2015113014168292-V4 #2934).

2.2. Isolation of mouse PMNs

PMNs were isolated from the bone marrow of B6 mice as described previously using PE (phycoerythrin)-coupled magnetic microbeads and PE anti-Ly6G Ab (3 µg/mL; Miltenyi Biotec, Paris, France) [17]. Briefly, the bone marrow was flushed out of the tibia and femur
using phosphate-buffered calcium-free saline (PBS-/−) (Thermofischer, Villebon sur Yvette, France) supplemented with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and EDTA (2 mM) (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin-Fallavier, France), passed through a 70-µm cell trainer to obtain a single cell solution and centrifuged at 300g for 8 min. The pellet was resuspended in PBS-/−, 0.5% BSA and 2 mM EDTA, stained with PE anti-Ly6G Ab for 10 min in the dark at 4°C and completed with anti-PE microbeads for 15 min in the dark at 4°C. Positive immune-magnetic separation of PMNs was performed using LS columns (Miltenyi Biotec, Paris, France). Cells were then washed and resuspended in Hanks balanced salt solution containing calcium (HKS+/+) (Thermofischer, Villebon sur Yvette, France). PMN count was determined using Kova slides (Jeulin, Evreux, France) and viability (>90%) was assessed using the trypan blue (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin-Fallavier, France) exclusion method. PMN purity was routinely >98%, as assessed by flow cytometry using PE anti-Ly6G Ab staining.

2.3. In vitro NETs experiments

After isolation, PMNs (5 x 10⁵) were allowed to adhere to poly-L-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) coated slides in a 24-well plate at 37°C and 5% CO₂ for 30 min. The attached PMNs were incubated with various stimuli at 37°C, 5% CO₂ for 180 min. Some experiments were performed with the addition of Rh-DNase-1 (dornase alpha; Pulmozyme®, 2500 U/2.5 mL (1 mg/mL), purity >97%; Roche, ATC: R05C B13, Boulogne-Billancourt, France), at a concentration of 2 µg/ml for 10 min (at the end of stimulation). Platelet activating factor (PAF; Calbiochem, Molsheim, France) at a concentration of 10 µM was used as a positive control for NETs formation [18]. Pristane was either applied directly (2 min) or as a complex with β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France). All experiments were performed in HKS+/+ (without any media supplements). For formation of complexes, a 4 mM solution of β-CD was mixed with pristane (2 mM final
concentration) and stirred for 4 days at room temperature, as described previously [19]. All complexes were prediluted at 1/150 in HKS+/-+, which was considered as concentration 1 (C1=13.3 µM). After stimulation, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) before washing 3 times with PBS-/- and blocked with 3% BSA for immunofluorescence (IF) staining. Cells were then incubated overnight at 4°C in the dark with an anti-murine histone 3 rabbit polyclonal Ab (citrulline residues R2, R8, R17) (H3Cit) (ab5103, 10 µg/mL) or with an anti-murine neutrophil elastase (NE) rabbit polyclonal Ab (ab21595, 25 µg/mL), both purchased from Abcam (Paris, France). After washing three times with PBS-/-, a secondary rabbit-specific polyclonal Ab conjugated with 488-Alexa Fluor Dyes (Invitrogen, Villebon sur Yvette, France) was added to cells and incubated in the dark for 1 h at 37°C. Specificity of primary Ab staining was determined with a control rabbit irrelevant Ab (Sigma-Aldrich, R9133, lot SLB7964V, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France). DNA was stained using Hoechst 33342 (Molecular Probes, Villebon sur Yvette, France) and the cells were mounted in fluoromount-G™ medium (eBioscience SAS, Paris, France) for imaging with a Leica Microsystem DMi8 microscope (Nanterre, France). The image files were analysed with Image J 1.49v software (National Institutes of Health, USA).

In vitro NETs formation was quantified using a modified method reported previously [20]. Briefly, using the x10 objective, the percentage of PMNs releasing NETs was quantified in blinded samples by evaluating PMNs releasing DNA fibres with NE or H3Cit co-staining. NETs percentage was calculated as follows: NETs-rate (%) = 100 x number of PMNs releasing DNA fibres with NE or H3Cit co-staining/total number of PMNs. Quantification was performed using two delimited standardised plots using at least five random microscopic fields per condition.
2.4. Pristane-induced DAH model
Mice received a single IP injection of 0.5 ml synthetic sterile-filtered liquid pristane (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France). In order to avoid any non-specific stimulation of peritoneal cells by calcium, control mice received a 0.5 mL PBS/- IP injection [21]. Mice were weighed every day. Their lungs and blood were harvested on day 14 for pathological investigations except for mice included in the survival assay.

2.5. Recombinant human DNase-1 inhalation therapy
All mice received the same protocol of Rh-DNase-1 (Pulmozyme®) inhalations (0.8 mg/inhalation, once a day until day 9, then three times a day from day 10) in a special inhalation chamber (size 7.5” L x 5.5” W x 4” H, 39481051; Leica, Nanterre, France) using a Stratos Pro inhaler (Invacare, Fondettes, France). Control mice received 0.9% NaCl inhalations, following the same protocol as for Rh-DNase-1 therapy.

2.6. In vivo PMN depletion
PMNs were depleted in vivo by treating mice with Ultra-LEAF™ purified anti-mouse Ly6G Ab clone 1A8 (Biolegend, Saint Quentin en Yvelines, France) using one IP injection (170 µg/mouse) the day before and every other day after IP pristane injection, until day 14 [22, 23]. PMN depletion was assessed by flow cytometry after staining with anti-CD45 efluor780, anti-CD11b-APC (ebioscience™, Villebon sur Yvette, France) and anti-PE-Ly6G (Miltenyi Biotec, Paris, France).
2.7. Pathological investigations

Mice were euthanized on day 14 and their lung tissue was harvested immediately after death. The left lobes were fixed overnight in 10% buffered formalin (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) and embedded in paraffin. The right lobes were frozen with optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France). Paraffin-embedded sections were cut into 5 µm sections and stained with haematoxylin-eosin (H&E) (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France). The extent of pulmonary hemorrhage was assessed using quantification program CaloPix® software (TRIBVN Healthcare, Chatillon, France), which is a digital slide and management software. Two blinded pathologists assessed the extent of DAH. Total, white (no tissue) and healthy areas were defined numerically at x20 magnification. Two standardised slides of each left lung were analysed. The extent of DAH was calculated as follows: DAH (%) = 100 – (healthy area / (total – white area) x 100.

OCT-embedded frozen lung lobes were cut into 5 µm sections and fixed with acetone (10 min). After washing three times with PBS-/-, slides were blocked with 3% BSA. Sections were then incubated with 0.3 µg/mL PE-anti-Ly6G Ab (Miltenyi Biotec, Paris, France), anti-H3Cit (30 µg/mL) or anti-NE rabbit (50 µg/mL) polyclonal Ab overnight at 4°C. Sections were then washed and incubated with secondary rabbit-specific polyclonal Ab conjugated with 649-Alexa Fluor Dyes (Invitrogen, Villebon sur Yvette, France) (dark, 1 h, 37°C). DNA was stained using Hoechst 33342 (Molecular Probes, Villebon sur Yvette, France). Sections were mounted in fluoromount-G™ medium (eBioscience SAS, Paris, France) for imaging microscopy.

Quantification of NE and H3Cit fluorescence was performed at x10 magnification in one random microscopic field of each lobe per mouse, followed by binary analysis using Image J
PMN count was assessed in the same microscopic field as NE and H3Cit staining.

2.8. Confocal laser scanning microscopy
The same histological samples were analysed using a Zeiss® LSM 800 confocal microscope with Airyscan technology using a x63 oil immersion objective.

2.9. Pulse-oximetry assay
Real-time SpO2 (percentage of functional arterial haemoglobin) was measured using a MouseOx pulse-oximeter (Starr Life Sciences, Oakmont, USA).

2.10. Statistical analysis
Data are representative of at least three independent experiments. Results are reported as both individual data points, mean ± standard deviation (SD). To determine statistical significance, the 2-tailed unpaired Student’s t test was used for normally distributed data. Survival rates were compared using the log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test.
GraphPad Prism 5.0 software was used for all statistical analyses. P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Pristane promotes NETs formation in vitro
PMNs are considered to be key players in the initiation of inflammation involved in the development of haemorrhage-induced acute lung injury. Because a single IP injection of pristane is known to induce rapid PMN recruitment in the lungs, preceding DAH by a few days [24, 25], we tested whether this hydrocarbon oil could promote NETs formation in vitro.
Because of its extreme hydrophobicity, pristane was applied to murine PMNs, either directly or complexed with β-CD. β-CD is an oligomer of D-glucose with a hydrophobic cavity and a hydrophilic surface and complexes of pristane and β-CD have been shown to be effective at delivering pristane in vitro [19]. The dose of pristane chosen in our experiments was adjusted in accordance with a previous study [14]. PAF-treated PMNs were used as a positive control for NETs formation. Different concentrations of β-CD-complexed pristane were tested (C1=13.3 µM, C1/10, C2 (C1x2)) and compared with the effect of PAF. NET formation was determined by the colocalization of DNA fibres, extracellular H3Cit proteins or NE [26].

Using fluorescence microscopy, a significant increase in NETs formation was observed after incubation of PMNs with β-CD-complexed or directly applied pristane, in comparison with PMNs incubated with a control solution (Fig. 1A-D; P<0.001).

3.2. Pristane causes NETs formation in the lungs in vivo

We used a previously established in vivo model of pristane-induced DAH, whose hemorrhage started 3 days after pristane injection, peaked at 2 weeks and then resolved by 4 weeks in 70% of mice [25]. At day 15, the airspaces of the lungs of pristane-treated mice were filled with fresh haemorrhage and were heavily infiltrated with macrophages and PMNs compared with untreated animals (Supplemental Fig. 1A-B). The release of NE, H3Cit and number of PMNs (characterized by colocalization of Ly6G and DNA staining) were quantified in the lungs. Significantly stronger NE and H3Cit staining and a higher number of PMNs were detected in the lungs of mice with pristane-induced DAH compared with the lungs of healthy controls (HC) (Fig. 2A-D, P<0.001). In addition, using confocal fluorescence microscopy, we observed diffuse DNA structures of irregular shape, which colocalized with Ly6G (corresponding to PMN membranes) and with NE or H3Cit staining, in favour of NETs (Fig. 2E, F). In agreement with these observations, in vivo depletion of PMNs using anti-Ly6G
clone 1A8 monoclonal Ab prevented the appearance of PMNs, NE and H3Cit formation in the lungs of mice with pristane-induced DAH (Fig. 3A-D, \( P<0.001 \)).

Taken together, these results suggest that a single IP injection of pristane caused NETs formation in the lungs of B6 mice.

### 3.3. Recombinant human DNase-1 disrupts NETs formation and attenuates lung injury in a pristane-induced DAH murine model

In order to determine whether NETs could serve as a therapeutic target in pristane-induced DAH we used Rh-DNase-1, which is known to catalyse the hydrolysis of the NETs backbone structure. It was confirmed \textit{in vitro} that pristane-induced NETs could be dismantled by Rh-DNase-1 (Supplemental Fig. 2, \( P<0.001 \)). We then treated mice with inhalations of Rh-DNase-1, starting the day after IP pristane injection. Rh-DNase-1 treatment significantly reduced NE and H3Cit fluorescence staining in the lungs of mice with pristane-induced DAH compared with the lungs of untreated mice, and appeared comparable to the lungs of HC mice. Furthermore, a decrease in the PMN count in the lungs was observed after Rh-DNase-1 therapy (Fig. 4A-E, \( P<0.001 \)).

In order to determine whether Rh-DNase-1 inhalation reduced acute hemorrhagic injury lesions, we quantified DAH lesions after H&E staining of lung sections. Rh-DNase-1 therapy significantly reduced DAH lesions compared with untreated animals (Fig. 5A-D, \( P<0.01 \)).

### 3.4. Disruption of NETs improves the clinical status of mice with pristane-induced DAH

Respiratory lung function was assessed in Rh-DNase-1-treated pristane-induced DAH mice. Mice subjected to pristane-induced DAH had a significant decrease in mean arterial oxygen
saturation compared to HC mice (pristane: 76.9% (± 6.9) vs. HC: 97.9% (± 0.8), P<0.001). Rh-DNase-1 treated mice showed a significantly less important reduction in arterial oxygen saturation compared to untreated animals (Rh-DNase-1: 85.1% (± 6.9) vs. untreated: 76.9% (± 6.9); P<0.01, Fig. 5E). Although no difference in maximum weight loss was observed between the two groups, weight loss in Rh-DNase-1-treated mice was delayed compared to untreated animals (Fig. 5F, P<0.001). In addition, pristane-induced-DAH mice treated with Rh-DNase-1 inhalations had significantly decreased mortality at D30 compared with untreated animals (Rh-DNase-1: 35% vs. untreated: 63%, P<0.05, Fig. 5G). In agreement, PMN depletion using Ly6G Ab also reduced DAH lesions and improved arterial oxygen saturation in pristane-induced DAH compared to undepleted mice (Supplemental Fig. 3, P<0.05). Taken together, these results suggest that Rh-DNase-1 inhalation therapy clears NETs, attenuates pristane-induced DAH and improves clinical status in mice.

4. Discussion

NETs were initially described for their antibacterial properties, in which the release of chromatin associated with neutrophil granular proteins serves as an additional weapon for the innate immune system against circulating bacteria [27]. However, increasing evidence suggests that NETs may have a detrimental role in non-infectious diseases [26]. More recently, NETs were shown to play a pathogenic role in transfusion-related acute lung injury, which is similar to autoimmune DAH in several ways [10]. Transfusion-related acute lung injury is caused by antineutrophil antibodies present in transfusion products, which induce PMN sequestration and activation in the lung capillaries, resulting in tissue injury. In a similar way, capillaritis is a hallmark of DAH and is present in 88% of patients, usually associated with fibrin thrombi and small blood vessel fibrinoid necrosis. The pathogenic mechanisms
underlying DAH lesions are unclear. The present study suggests a pathogenic role of NETs in a murine model of DAH [28, 29].

Our pristane-induced DAH model is a limited organ disease and constitutes the first phase of pristane-induced SLE [11]. A recent study described morphological similarities between pristane-induced and SLE-associated DAH. However, no immune complex deposits were reported on endothelial cells or the alveolar basement membrane in the pristane model, suggesting another pathogenic mechanism. Thus a direct toxic effect of pristane could be proposed [11, 13]. Pristane is known to have adjuvant properties and is also considered to be an irritant with subsequent cell cytotoxicity leading to necrosis, suggesting a direct chemical process different from a solely autoimmune model [14]. In addition, pristane-generated autoantibodies appeared 90 days after IP pristane injection making the indirect effect of pristane-induced autoantibody formation unlikely in this model [13, 30]. This does not exclude a role for pre-existing natural IgM reacting with apoptotic cells in the pathogenesis of this model [13, 30].

The role of PMNs in pristane-induced inflammation has been discussed previously. Previous studies showed that IP pristane injection induced chronic peritonitis due to PMN recruitment in the peritoneal cavity, which appeared partially dependent on IL-1α/IL-1R and CXCL5/CXCR2 signalling. Consistent with previous studies, we observed PMN recruitment in the lungs of mice with pristane-induced DAH [11]. Recently, a role for macrophages in the initiation of pristane-induced DAH has been reported with the presence of activated macrophage lung infiltration and a lower prevalence of DAH after macrophage (compared to PMN) depletion [13]. Another study described the effective role of oxysterol-regulated transcription factor therapy in the prevention of pristane-induced DAH by repolarizing macrophages [31]. Without highlighting a role for macrophages, we observed less severe
DAH lesions and improved clinical status after PMN depletion suggesting that PMNs may also participate in exacerbating DAH lesions.

Besides the well-known effect of pristane at inducing cell apoptosis \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo}, our results show for the first time that pristane also promotes NETs generation \textit{in vitro} \cite{14}. In accordance with 56\% of previous studies, our \textit{in vitro} NETs experiments were performed in the absence of exogenous serum sources since a recent study demonstrated that serum components such as BSA and foetal calf serum inhibit NETs formation. Thus the choice of media supplements greatly determines the propensity to form NETs \cite{32}. We then observed NETs in the lungs of pristane-induced DAH. NETs have been previously reported in the lungs of infectious and noninfectious-related acute lung injury in mice by confocal or electron microscopy, but they remain difficult to characterise \textit{in vivo} due to their structural fragility and tissue biopsy preparation methods \cite{7,10,33}. In our model, we demonstrated the presence of NETs by showing widespread DNA backbone structures with co-localization of NE and CitH3, in close association with PMN membranes, as revealed by IF staining. Indeed, during NETosis, NE is rapidly translocated from azurophil granules into the nucleus where it proteolitically processes histones to disrupt chromatin packaging and is then released into the extracellular space, some portions remaining bound to the PMN plasma membrane \cite{26}. Histone citrullination catalysed by peptidylarginine deiminase-4, an enzyme prominently found in granulocytes, has also been shown to be a crucial step for PMN chromatin decondensation leading to NETs formation \cite{34}. Because reactive oxygen species generation actively participates in NETosis, we considered that pristane triggered PMN activation ultimately leads to NETs generation \cite{35}. Interestingly, a recent mass spectrometry study reported four characteristic peaks of pristane in the lungs and bone marrow of mice during pristane-induced DAH, suggesting wide dispersion of pristane after IP injection \cite{13}. 
Together, these results indicate that the pristane-induced DAH model can be considered as a pulmonary model of NETosis.

Furthermore, by disrupting the NETs scaffold using Rh-DNase-1 we demonstrated a pathogenic role of NETs in this DAH model. Targeting NETs was effective at clearing the pulmonary NETs component, with a subsequent reduction in histopathological lung injury. Moreover, the clinical status of the mice improved, with a remarkable increase in arterial oxygen saturation and reduced mortality. Rh-DNase-1 is a well-known mucolytic therapy widely used in cystic fibrosis. Rh-DNase acts via disruption of extracellular DNA which interferes with mucociliary clearance, thereby reducing the rate of infectious respiratory exacerbations [36]. Interestingly, as mentioned by the Food and Drug Administration, side effects are rare, moderate and transient. A recent Cochrane database review reported an increased risk of rash (RR=2.40 [95%CI: 1.16–4.99]), voice alteration (RR=1.34 [95%CI: 0.64–2.78]) and, to a lesser extent, cough and conjunctivitis. To date, no severe adverse events have been described [16]. Recently, a pilot study was conducted using adjuvant inhalation of Rh-DNase-1 for the treatment of acquired ventilator-associated infection in preterm infants. This treatment was safe and effective and led to arterial oxygenation improvement [37]. Following animal studies of transfusion-related acute lung injury, infectious acute lung injury or primary graft dysfunction after lung transplantation, our study is the first to demonstrate the beneficial effect of intrapulmonary Rh-DNase-1-induced NETs disruption during pristane-induced DAH [10, 38, 39]. The strength of our study is the fact that in contrast to previous studies, which used intravenous or intranasal injections, we treated mice using aerosol inhalation of Rh-DNase-1 in order to mimic human clinical practice. Thus, our data clearly suggest that therapy disrupting the DNA scaffold in pristane-induced DAH is effective and could be interesting as adjuvant therapy in human autoimmune DAH.
5. **Conclusion**

Our data suggest a pathogenic role PMNs and NETs in lung injury during pristane-induced DAH. Targeting NETs with Rh-DNase-1 inhalations could be an interesting adjuvant therapy in human DAH.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Pristane-induced neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) generation in vitro.

(A, B, C) Representative immunofluorescence (IF) images of NETs from PMNs either unstimulated (HKS) or stimulated with 10 µM platelet activating factor (PAF) or pristane (C1): (A) direct IF staining of DNA (blue) and control irrelevant antibodies (green); (B) direct IF staining of DNA (blue) and neutrophil elastase (NE) (green); (C) direct IF staining of DNA (blue) and H3Cit (red). Magnification x100, scale bar 100 µm. (D) Quantification of NETs released from PMNs stimulated with PAF, with different concentrations of β-CD-pristane (C1, C1/10, C2) and with direct application of pristane (DA): quantification of NETs by evaluating PMNs releasing DNA fibres with NE co-staining (circle), quantification of NETs by evaluating PMNs releasing DNA fibres with H3Cit co-staining (square). Results represent mean ± SD. ***P<0.001 (by t-test) compared with unstimulated or β-CD-stimulated PMNs.

Figure 2. Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) formation in the lungs of mice with pristane-induced diffuse alveolar hemorrhage (DAH).

(A, B) Lung tissue from healthy control (HC) mice and mice with pristane-induced DAH: (A) cryosections were stained for DNA (blue), Ly6G (red) and neutrophil elastase (NE) (green); (B) cryosections were stained for DNA (blue), Ly6G (red) and H3Cit (green). Magnification x100, scale bar 100 µm. (C) Quantification of the release of NE (circle) and H3Cit (square) in the lungs from HC mice or mice with pristane-induced DAH (mean ± SD; ***P<0.001, n=6 mice per condition) compared with HC mice. (D) Quantification of PMNs in the lungs from HC mice or mice with pristane-induced DAH (mean ± SD; ***P<0.001, n=6 mice per condition) compared with HC mice. (E, F) Confocal fluorescence microscopy of lung tissue from a mouse with pristane-induced DAH: (E) cryosections stained for DNA (blue), Ly6G (red) and NE (green); (F) cryosections stained for DNA (blue), Ly6G (red) and H3Cit (green). DNA
structures with colocalization of Ly6G (corresponding to PMN membranes) and with NE or H3Cit staining, in favour of NETs (arrows). Magnification x630, scale bar 10 µm.

Figure 3. Depletion of PMNs prevents neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) generation.

A) Flow cytometry analysis of blood from healthy control (HC) mice treated 14 days previously with pristane, without depletion, or with depletion using anti-Ly6G Ab (1A8). Left, surface staining with anti-CD45-efluor780 and anti-CD11b-APC antibodies. Right, among the CD45 and CD11b positive cells, staining with anti-Ly6G-PE showing the percentage of PMNs. 

B, C) Lung tissue from mice with pristane-induced diffuse alveolar haemorrhage (DAH) with or without PMN depletion: (B) cryosections immunostained for DNA (blue), Ly6G (red) and neutrophil elastase (NE) (green); (C) cryosections immunostained for DNA (blue), Ly6G (red) and H3Cit (green). Magnification x100, scale bar 100 µm. 

D) Quantification of the release of NE (circle) and H3Cit (square) in lungs from mice with pristane-induced DAH with or without PMN depletion (mean ± SD; ***P<0.001, n=6 mice per condition) compared with undepleted mice.

Figure 4. Recombinant human DNase-1 inhalation therapy disrupts neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) formation in pristane-induced diffuse alveolar hemorrhage (DAH).

A, B) Lung tissue from mice with pristane-induced DAH with or without Rh-DNase-1 inhalation therapy: (A) cryosections immunostained for DNA (blue), Ly6G (red) and neutrophil elastase (NE) (green); (B) cryosections immunostained for DNA (blue), Ly6G (red) and H3Cit (green). Magnification x100, scale bar 100 µm. 

C) Quantification of NE release in lungs from mice injected with PBS and from mice with pristane-induced DAH with or without Rh-DNase-1 inhalation therapy (mean ± SD; ***P<0.001, n=6 mice per condition) compared with
untreated mice. (D) Quantification H3Cit release in lungs from mice injected with PBS and from mice with pristane-induced DAH with or without Rh-DNase-1 inhalation therapy (mean ± SD; ***P<0.001, n=6 mice per condition), compared with untreated mice. (E) Quantification of PMN in lungs from mice injected with PBS and from mice with pristane-induced DAH with or without Rh-DNase-1 inhalation therapy (mean ± SD; ***P<0.001, n=6 mice per condition), compared with untreated mice.

Figure 5. Recombinant human DNase-1 inhalation therapy reduces lesions of acute lung injury and improves clinical status.

(A) Macroscopic view of the left lobes from a healthy control (HC) mouse and a mouse with pristane-induced diffuse alveolar hemorrhage (DAH) (pristane) with or without Rh-DNase-1 inhalation therapy (pristane/DNase-1). (B, C) Representative haematoxylin-eosin staining of the left lobe from a HC mouse and a mouse with pristane-induced DAH (pristane) with or without Rh-DNase-1 inhalation therapy (pristane/DNase-1): (B) magnification x20, scale bar 500 µm; (C) magnification x100, scale bar 100 µm. (D) Quantification of hemorrhage in the left lobe of mice challenged intraperitoneally (IP) with pristane, with or without Rh-DNase-1 therapy (mean ± SD; **P<0.01, n=8 mice per condition), compared with untreated mice. (E) Mean arterial oxygen saturation in mice challenged with IP pristane or with PBS, with or without Rh-DNase-1 inhalation therapy (mean ± SD; **P<0.01, n=12 mice per condition), compared with untreated mice. (F) Number of mice with pristane-induced DAH with or without Rh-DNase-1 inhalation therapy who achieved their maximum weight loss before day 15 (mean ± SD; ***P<0.001, n=15 per condition) compared with untreated mice. (G) 30-day mortality rate in mice with pristane-induced DAH with or without Rh-DNase-1 inhalation therapy (*P<0.05, by log-rank (Mantel-Cox test, n=19 per condition) compared with control mice (NaCl 0.9%).
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